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Introduction To Autotrack On Demand Temperature Tracking 
Staff health is the most important asset for the company. During this critical Post 
Movement Control Period (PMCO) due to COVID-19 virus, every company and 
education institution may need to take additional measures for their staff and members 
after returning to normal working life. It becomes management responsibility to make 
sure their premises are fully secure and all their staff is free of COVID-19 virus. 
Autotrack understands the COVID-19 measurement system is complicated, however 
the most basic measurement we can implement is marking and saving staff attendance 
temperature once they reach the premises. The measured records will be automatically 
saved into the Database for future reference. At the same time, Autotrack will 
immediately email out the notification to the HR manager once anyone finds a fever. 
Daily reports will be generated for management monitoring and keeping. Autotrack 
understands customer security, our solution allows it to be run in premises as well as on 
the cloud. 
 
 
How Autotrack On Demand Temperature Tracking Works? 
Our solution comes with an on site installation module or on 
the cloud solution where you just need to pay for a monthly 
subscription. The security guard is responsible for measuring 
the temperature by scanning the employee batch and then 
measuring the staff forehead temperature. Once Pass, a beep 
sound will be emitted by the thermometer and the next 
measurement continues. If any staff temperature is more than 
37oC, a long beep sound will be clearly noticeable by the 
security guard and email will be auto generated and sent to 
the HR manager.  
 
 
 
 
Why should you use Autotrack On Demand Temperature Tracking? 
Autotrack comes with a different integration tool to your existing HR solution, Web 
service, direct excel import, ftp connection or any custom connection to your existing 
HR solution. We are ready for this. Just give us a database connection, we can provide 
you with full integration with your existing HR database, the staff ID can with barcode 
can be printed and the temperature can be measured and recorded now. 
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What is inside the Autotrack On Demand Temperature Tracking Solution? 
Autotrack is our solid platform used by most of our existing customers in Malaysia and 

Singapore. It comes with a complete setup 
copy of the temperature tracking software 
which you can install in your company 
server/PC. If your IT infrastructure needs a 
long time to approve, we also offer you the 
cloud subscription solution where you can 
implement this within the shortest possible 
time. On top of this, our customers need to 
purchase an additional integrated mobile 
computer with a thermometer in order for you 
to measure the staff or member forehead 

temperature. We prefer WiFi infrastructure must be ready in your premises, with the 
ready WiFi, the staff temperature can be immediately sent to the HR department else 
the records need to be sent by batch (No Auto email notification). 
 
Who should use this solution? 
Autotrack On Demand Temperature Tracking is suitable 
for all the companies in Malaysia and Singapore. Our 
solution is able to integrate with most of the HR solutions 
in the market, and the HR department should be able to 
use this immediately.  
 
Feature  
Custom to end user requirement  
Camera integration ready  
Thermometer integration ready 
Improvement on daily measurement and recording speed  
QRCode integrated 
Employee card printing integrated 
 
Package To start up Autotrack On Demand Temperature Tracking Solution. 
Basic Standalone 
76300223 - SOFTWARE AUTOTRACK ON DEMAND TEMPERATURE TRACKING 
22702339 - C6T ANDROID 7.1 PDA, NFC, WI-FI, BLUETOOTH, 3G/4G, 1D/2D BARCODE 

 
 

 


